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Abstract
Financial Feasibility
The feasibility of actively guiding sounding rockets The proposed guidance system will be considered
to reduce impact dispersion has been investigated. The financially feasible if the savings per flight resulting from
theoretical probability of Range Safety thrust termina- the system equal or exceed the cost of the proposed sys-
tion for several high performance rockets was combined tem. This analysis will be limited to determining the cost
with the cost of acquiring the extended range at White savings resulting from use of the guidance system. The
Sands Missile Range (WSMR) to establish a guidance sys- vehicle impact dispersion radius and the off-range impact
tem price ceiling of $20K per flight. Guiding the Black probability (cutdown probability) are presented in Table 1.
Brant VC (BBVC) for the first five (5) seconds of flight
results in sufficient dispersion reduction to impact within
the standard range boundaries at WSMR. The guidance
system thrust level required to statically control the SOCORRO
vehicle to a nominal-wind weighted trajectory for five (5)
seconds is between 150 - 200 pounds. The required
thrust level increases significantly with increasing con-
trol periods. The adverse effect of guidance system
weight on apogee performance can be minimized to ap-
proximately 0.03 statute mile per pound of guidance sys-
tem by mounting system externally in canisters and jet-
tisoning the system at guidance termination (approxi-
mately five seconds).
*21 001
A six-degree-of-freedom trajectory program with OTRUTH ESR 31MN2
guidance simulation capability has been developed and the 3AMOUNTNS
equations are delineated in this paper. A simple guidance A OGORDO
law which involves flying a constant inertial attitude for a
specified length of time was utilized in three simulations a Oo
with the BBVC vehicle. These simulations demonstrated
that an excessive amount of guidance fuel and high thrust LEGEND
-TTENDED RANGE
levels are required to control the vehicle in a 30 FPS -STANDARD RANGE
wind. Other guidance laws which appear more promising PT
will be investigated. CRUCES EA
Introduction Figure 1. WSMR Range.
Table 1. Vehicle Dispersion and Off-Range Impact
The potential for flight termination at White Sands Probability
Missile Range (WSMR) has increased significantly with
the advent of higher performance sounding rockets. The
probability of flight termination has been somewhat alle- NORMAL DISTNGE IMPACRIBUT PROBN ILITIES ON
viated by extending the range boundaries, as shown in 3,
Figure 1, for these high performance vehicles. There ROCKET VEHICLE* PAYLOAD APOGEE DISPERSION EXTENDED STANDARD EXTENDED STANDARD
WEIGHT ALTITUDE RADIUOS BOUNDARIES BOUNOIES BOUNDARIES BOUNDARIES
are two problems associated with the use of the extended I[es) IT. M.) (ST. M
range boundaries at WSMR. The first is an $18K to $45K BLACKBRANTVC 500 180 38.0 2.2% 11.0% 6.8% 24.0%
per day range charge while the second is a significant re- BLACKBRANTVC 420 200 42.2 3.8 15 10.4 29.7
duction in the launch scheduling flexibility. A study is BLACKBRANTVC 300 240 50.6 6 20 1s 36
now underway to determine the feasibility of developing a ASTROBEEF 3s8 186 31.8 I 6.2 2.8 15.8
control system for the Black Brant VC (BBVC) and Astro- ASTROEEF 320 200 34.2 1.3 7.9 4.1 19AEROBEE 350 875 163 34.1 1.2 7.8 4.0 18.9
bee F vehicles to restrict the magnitude of the vehicle AEROEE350 200 3 34.1 1.2 
1 9.9 29
impact dispersion to within the standard range boundaries. LIHT
The financial and technical feasibility study will be pre- AEROBEE 110 DATA 120-140 14.4 3
sented in the first half of this paper. The six-degree-of- AEROBOOEE200
"  500 120 15 0 1 1 3
freedom guided flight simulations and the trajectory pro- AERDBE 200
"  240 200 25 2.5 1 7.4
gram developed for these simulations will be presented in LL VEHICLES ARE TOWER LAUNCHED FROM WSMR.
*NUMBERS ARE AN ESTIMATIDION ON A NEW VEHICLE; NO DISPERSION ANALYSIS COMPLETED;
the second half of the paper. A OUR0 uMIL BUFFER ASSUMED IN ALL CALCULATIONS.
1
The dispersions values presented are theoretical for all 60
vehicles with the exception of the Aerobee 170. The dis- I I I '
persion for the BBVC, Astrobee F, and Aerobee 200 are z 50 -BLACK BRANT VC
unproven due to lack of a significant number of flights. 8 / BLACK
As can be seen in Table 1, two statistical techniques have 2 40 AEROBEE 350 BRANT VC
been employed to generate the vehicle cutdown probabili- (x
ties. The normal distribution method has been used in- 30 ASTROBEE F
house to date while the binormal distribution has recently ~ 20-
been proposed by one of the vehicle contractors as a more z
rigorous approach. The normal distribution data will be - 10 - - NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
used in this study for two reasons: (1) dispersion flight --- BI-NORMAL DISTRIBUTION
data for the Aerobee 170 vehicle correlates better with 0 160 180 200 220 240
the normal distribution, and (2) the normal distribution APOGEE ALTITUDE, S.M.
results in the least money available for the guidance
system. Figure 2. Potential Cost Savings Before Guidance Cost
The nominal vehicle launch costs (combined vehicle
and payload cost) for each rocket type are estimated in
Table 2. The mean launch cost for the BBVC and Astro-
bee F ($375K per vehicle) may be low considering the ex- Acquisition of the extended range boundaries is restricted
pensive telescopes and pointing systems that are often by the request lead time, turn around time for cancelled
flown. The cost of vehicle cutdown prorated per launch launches, and relative program priorities. No attempt
is also presented in Table 2. Prorating the cost of ve- has been made to associate a dollar value with the logis-
hicle cutdown on a per launch basis assumes that a suffi- tics of requiring the extended range boundaries.
cient number of vehicles is launched to amortize the cost.
The first two BBVC flights used all range extension at Technical Feasibility
WSMR at a cost of $45K per day. All subsequent flights
have used only the western range extensions which cost This analysis will be restricted to three areas: (1)
approximately $18K per day. Since the proposed guidance establishing the relationship between guidance duration
system will reduce the cutdown probability to zero on the and dispersion reduction, (2) calculating the guidance
standard range, the cost savings for each vehicle will be force required to statically control the rocket, and (3)
the extended range cost plus the cutdown cost. The cost defining the effect of several guidance packaging tech-
savings are presented in Figure 2 for the vehicles under niques on the vehicle performance. It is assumed that the
consideration as a function of apogee altitude. guidance system is initiated at launch tower exit (approx-
imately 1.5 seconds); thus the duration of guided flight
Table 2. Vehicle Cut-Down Cost begins at lift-off and continues to guidance termination.
PRORATED VEHICLE CUTDOWN COST' The BBVC vehicle will be used as a model for this
NORMAL DISTRIBUTION BIORMAL DISTRIBUTION study. The vehicle apogee performance from WSMR
APOGEE VEHICLE LAUNCH EXTENDOE STANDARD EXTENDED STANDARD (QE = 88 degrees) is presented in Figure 3 for both theROCKET VEHICLE ALTITUDE COST COST BOUNDARIES BOUNDARIES BOUNDARIES BOUNDARIES 3 to 1 and the 4.25 to 1 ogive nose cones. In the remain-
of doUarsI of dollarsi ing analysis, a 500 pound gross payload with the 3 to 1
_ I o 1 o  ogive nose will be used. The first 60 seconds of theBLACK BRANT VC 100 50 250-500 ,250 1,250 2539,5000 11100.000 nominal trajectory are presented in Figure 4.BLACK BRANT VC 200 50 250-500 14,250 56,250 39,000 111,375
BLACK BRANT VC 240 50 250-500 22.500 75,000 60.000 135,00
ASTROBEE F 186 50 250-500 3,750 23,250 10,500 59,250
ASTROBEE F 200 50 250-500 4,875 29,625 15,375 71.250 300 I I
AEROBEE 350 163 200 500-1000 7,000 58,000 30,000 141,000
AEROBEE 350 200 200 500-1000 26,250 105,000 74.250 217,500 BLACK BRANT VC - WSMRAEROBEE 170 120-140 50 250-500 0 3,750 3,750 11.250 88-QE
AEROBEE 200 120 50 250-500 0 3.750 3.750 11,250 -
AEROEE 200 200 50 250-500 3,750 9,375 3,750 27,750 GVE 4.25:1 OGIVE
PR VEHICLE CUT-OOWN COST = OFF-RANGE IMPACT PROBABILITY X MEAN LAUNCH COST.
200
The guidance system will be financially feasible if < AEROBEE 170
it can be produced for approximately $20K per flight. At WSMR-88-QE
this price, the system would generate substantial cost 0
savings for flights above 200 statute miles. The target 5:1 OGIVE
cost of $20K per flight is in excess of the cost estimate
received from one contractor. However, it is too early
in the program to have a great deal of confidence in this 100
cost estimate. I I I I I I I I I I
0 200 400 600 800The above analysis does not associate a cost savings GROSS PAYLOAD WT. (LBS.)
with the increased operational flexibility derived from not
requiring the extended range boundaries for each launch. Figure 3. Apogee Altitude Performance
2
24 6, 62 percent of the vehicle response will occur in the first
22 11 QE = 88 -ALTITUDE 850 feet or 4.0 seconds of flight. The dispersion due to
x 20 10 PAYLOAD WEIGHT = 500LBS. 5 x 8 the unknown wind is presented in Figure 6 as a function
- LAUNCH SITE WSMR MACH NO.18 9 LAUNCH STE = WSMR 7 of guided flight time. In this figure, it is assumed that
8 16 4 - 6 guidance is perfect; therefore, the vehicle flies an un-
<14- - disturbed trajectory during the guided portion of flight.141 7- 5z
12 -6 3 4 The dispersion factor, wind in this case, is introduced at
10 - VELOCY - guidance termination. The same effect can be seen in10 5 
8 - 4 RANGE 2 2 Figure 7 for the dispersion due to thrust misalignment.
S6 - : - 1 The dispersion due to thrust misalignment decreases
i4 2 DYNAMIC PRESSURE- 1 more rapidly with guidance time than the dispersion due
S< to unknown wind because of the effect of vehicle roll rate
- 2 Z
Sand increasing dynamic pressure. The reduction in total40 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 vehicle dispersion as a function of guidance time is pre-
FLIGHT TIME, SEC. sented in Figure 8. Note that the dispersion radius
reaches a lower limit of five miles which is due to the
Figure 4. Black Brant VC Trajectory Parameters five remaining dispersion parameters. Of these five
factors, only the dispersion due to fin misalignment
Relationship Between Guidance Deviation and Dis- could be reduced by the proposed system. The theoret-
persion Reduction ical minimum dispersion radius is approximately four
statute miles. However, it is not necessary to reduce the
A current estimate of the BBVC vehicle impact dis- dispersion to this minimum value. An acceptable disper-
persion at WSMR is presented in Table 3. The three sion radius would be fifteen statute miles. Approximately
sigma in-range dispersion radius for the BBVC vehicle four seconds (Figure 8) of guidance would be needed to
is 38 statute miles. Over 99.5 percent of the total dis-
reduce the dispersion radius to fifteen statute miles.persion, 37.6 statute miles, is the result of unknown
winds and thrust misalignments as shown in Table 3.
The dispersion resulting from both of these sources is 100,000 I I I
generated very early in flight and, therefore, the disper-
sion from these sources could be virtually eliminated or
at least significantly reduced by controlling the vehicle BLACK BRANT V
motion during the initial seconds of flight.1.001 US
Table 3. Theoretical Impact Dispersion
I-
U-
VEHICLE : BLACK BRANT VC
LAUNCH SITE : WHITE SANDS MISSILE RANGE
GROSS PAYLOAD WEIGHT: 500 POUNDS
QE : 88 DEGREES
3 o IN-RANGE ACCUMULATIVE 10,000
MAGNITUDE DISPERSION DISPERSION
DISPERSION SOURCE OF SOURCE (ST. MI.) RADIUS
UNKNOWN WIND (FPS) 7.5 30.8 30.8
THRUST MISALIGNMENT
(DEG) 0.2 21.6 37.62
FIN MISALIGNMENT I I I
[DEG) 0.2 3.28 37.76 0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
DRAG ERROR 10% 0.73 37.77 BALLISTIC FACTOR (F(z))
IMPULSE ERROR 2% 3.17 37.90
Figure 5. Ballistic FactorWEIGHT ERROR ILBS) 5 0.22 37.90
TOWER SETTING ERROR Again it should be noted that this is a preliminary[ELEVATION-DEG) 0.1 2.0 37.96 estimate of the guidance effects and does not include the
TOTAL IN-RANGE dispersion due to guidance system errors such as angle
measurement accuracy, magnitude of the angular dead
*TOWER TIP-OFF IS NO LONGER INCLUDED IN THE DISPERSION SINCE band, and the dynamics of the response to in-flight per-
NONE HAS BEEN EXPERIENCED ON THE FIRST FIVE FLIGHTS (two flights turbation. This information will be derived at a later
from Wallops Island and three from White Sands Missile Range]. date in a more detailed analysis where particular guid-
ance laws and hardware concepts will be analyzed. The
The ballistic wind function which defines the rela- dispersion due to the guidance system itself should pose
tive response of the vehicle to winds as a function of alti- no problem. The guided flight time can be varied to con-
tude is presented in Figure 5. This figure indicates that trol the dispersion of the Table 1 parameters so that the
half of the vehicle response (impact displacement) to a overall dispersion (including that due to the guidance
ballistic wind will occur in the first 500 feet of flight and system) can be held within the fifteen mile limit.
3
40 1 , 1 1 Guidance Forces Necessary to Control Rocket
2 -- TOTAL DISPERSION
(6 The torque generated by each of the three control-
ui lable dispersion parameters (unknown wind, thrust mis-
S30 - alignment and fin misalignment) is presented in Figure 9.
The total torque was calculated by taking a square root
Sof the sum of the squares of the individual torques similar
I to combining the dispersion parameters. The guidance
20 force necessary to statically control the vehicle is pre-
Msented in Figure 10 as a function of point of application
KNOWN WIND DISPERSION along the rocket for constant times. The above controlUNKNOWN WIND DISPERSION force is also presented in Figure 11 for specific locationsZ
O 10 as a function of time. A force of 250 pounds located at
the nozzle exit plane or 200 pounds at the base of the nose
U. cone is sufficient to statically control the rocket for the
Sfirst eight seconds of flight. The force level necessary to
0 L dynamically control the rocket is a function of the guid-0 4 8 12 16 20 24 ance law employed and will be calculated in future
DURATION OF GUIDED FLIGHT, SEC. analysis.
Figure 6. Wind Dispersion
3000 ' I I I
24 1 1 1 1 1 1
u 20
RSS VALUE
< 16-
LJ 2000-
o0 12 -
S- -J 7.5 FPS WIND
WCD 8 L
S2 THRUST DISPERSION 0.20 FIN
S 4 M MISALIGNMENT
o
0
0 10000 2 4 6 8 10 12 14
DURATION OF GUIDED FLIGHT, SEC.
Figure 7. Thrust Dispersion
MISALIGNMENT
40
APPROXIMATE TOTAL DISPERSION I
DISPERSION DUE TO WIND AND THRUST 0O 2 4 6 8 10
30-
DISPERSION DUE TO
S WIND AND THRUST Figure 9. Torques Generated By Dispersion
Parameters (30 Level)
n 20- TOTAL VEHICLE
DISPERSION
10 - T1HRUST DISPERSION \ Guidance System Effect on Performance
w(XWIND DISPERSION
The next major question is the effect of the guid-
0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 ance system on the vehicle performance. The most often
DURATION OF GUIDED FLIGHT, SEC. mentioned guidance configuration is to mount the system
in the payload which means it will have to be carried to
Figure 8. Black Brant VC - Guidance Study apogee. If the system is mounted in canisters on the aft
4
8.0 SEC. 350 22
FLIGHT TIMES 300 20- WSMR
S250 ; 18 - 88°QE
4.0 SEC. 200 16 3:1 OGIVE
1500 5~0 LB. PAYLOAD WEIGHT
TOWER 1 14
EXIT 100 x 12 TWICE NOMINAL
PAYLOADt MOTOR -50 10- DRAG -NOMINAL DRAG8-_ _NOMINAL DRAG
52 100 200 - 300 380 6
VEHICLE STATION, INCHES TIMES 4
150 TOWER 2
EXIT 0 I
20 4.0 SEC. 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36
250 WEIGHT RELEASE TIME, SEC.
-300
350 8.0 SEC.350 8Figure 12. Black Brant VC - Guidance Study
Figure 10. Force Required to Statically Control 30
Dispersion Moments & Vehicle Station for Constant loss for carrying the guidance module to apogee is ap-
Flight Times proximately 0.22 mile per pound. The apogee loss for
carrying the weight to apogee is over five times greater
than jettisoning at ten seconds. The jettisonable weight
as a function of the jettison time that has an equivalent
350 I Iapogee altitude loss of one pound carried to apogee is
BASE OF PAYLOAD /--FIN LEADING presented in Figure 13. This data is presented for both
/ EDGE nominal and twice nominal drag during the guided phase
300 of flight. As can be seen, jettisoning the guidance system
drastically reduces the system impact on vehicle per-
formance. This is particularly significant since the
,j 250 / guidance system weights have been estimated between
m /-N.E.P. OF 50 and 70 pounds.
"/ VEHICLE
L.200 -
0 / BASE OF L 22
" / NOSE CONE o
/ o 20 BLACK BRANT VC -GUIDANCE STUDY
S150 / NOSE TIP , 18 - WR
/ 16 88 QE
S- / L 16 3.00 :1 OGIVE
- -
C14 - 500LB. PAYLOAD WEIGHT
100- 12 -
POINT OF W 10
APPLICATION OF FORCE - a 0C- o 8 z
508 <50 6 NOMINAL DRAG
zo 4-0 z TWICE
I I I I I = 2 NOMINAL DRAG
0 2 4 6 8 1 122 4 6 8 10 12 0 4 8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36
FLIGHT TIME, SEC. WEIGHT RELEASE TIME, SEC.
Figure 11. Force Required to Statically Control 3o Figure 13. Black Brant VC - Guidance Study
Dispersion Moments & Time for Constant Vehicle
Stations Summary.
of the vehicle, the guidance package can be jettisoned A significant reduction in the impact dispersion can
after guidance termination (within the first ten seconds of be achieved by guiding the BBVC vehicle during the initial
flight). Figure 12 presents the loss in apogee altitude per seconds of flight. Sufficient dispersion reduction can be
pound of guidance system as a function of the jettison achieved to fly on the standard range at WSMR. Further
time. Jettison time corresponds to guidance termination. if the guidance is contained in canisters attached between
The data is presented for no drag increase during the the fins and jettisoned at guidance termination, the loss
guided phase and for double the nominal vehicle drag in apogee performance is minimal. For a 50 pound guid-
during the guided phase. For the nominal drag configura- ance system, the apogee loss would be 1.4 miles if the
tion, the apogee loss is 0.04 mile for each pound of guid- canisters are jettisoned at 7.0 seconds. If carried to
ance system if jettisoned at ten seconds. The apogee apogee, the loss would be 10 miles.
5
Computer Simulation X
Computer Simulations
A six-degree-of freedom digital computer program +PITCH
was written in Fortran by the use of the "Model" transla- -- 0- +YAW
tor and run on an XDS 9300 computer. The vehicle is -YAW - - - - - JET PLANE
assumed to be a symmetric rigid body with negligible 
--
products of inertia. The vehicle is inherently stable 
-PITCH
aerodynamically. The fins are canted to introduce an in-
creasing roll rate which will reduce the error due to
thrust misalignment. The equations used in the simula- GYRO
tion are listed in the section on System Equations. A
spherical earth is assumed. The variable coefficients
which are functions of either mach number, time or alti-
tude are entered in tabular form and linear interpolation
is used.
PITCH
The translation forces are computed in body co- ( Z Y
ordinates and the accelerations are integrated to yield
the translational velocities in the body frame. The veloc- Y
ities are transformed to inertial coordinates and inte- YA
grated to yield the rectangular coordinates of the position.
From the position coordinates the altitude, longitude and
latitude relative to a rotating spherical earth are calcula-
ted and used to define a geocentric coordinate system.
The torques are computed in body coordinates and the 
- - - - CM PLANE
angular accelerations are integrated to yield the angular
velocities in the body frame. The angular velocities are
used in a set of nine kinematical differential equations
which yield the direction cosines relating the body frame
to the inertial reference frame. The gravity and wind Figure 14. Gyro Configuration
forces are defined in the geocentric coordinate system
then transformed into inertial components and then The vehicle was launched due east with an elevation
finally resolved into the body frame. of 88 Deg. Run 5 was made with ideal conditions and
showed that the pitch angle after 5 sec due to gravity with
The first control scheme to be evaluated uses re- no control torque is 0.35 Deg. Run 4 was run with a 20
action jets to hold the nominal thrust axis at an inertial ft/sec wind but no control and showed that the pitch angle
reference to coincide with the initial launch attitude. A after 1 sec is 5 Deg. The transients from runs 1, 2 and
frictionless free gyro is used to measure the inertial ref- 3 are included in this report.
erence axis and is defined explicitly by two gimbal angles.
The outer gimbal represents pitch motion and the inner The following variables are presented.
gimbal represents the yaw angle. Reaction jets are fired
in each axis for the purpose of holding the gimbal angles Channel Full Scalebelow or near a small threshold. Number Variable Value ± Symbol
Computer Results 1 Pitch Angle .5 Deg. 8
2 Pitch Control Torque 6000 ft. lb. Mye3 Pitch Aerodynamic Moment 5000 ft. lb. M
From the data of Figure 9 it was estimated that a 4 Total Angle of Attack 10 Deg. 5yB
torque of 5600 ft. lb. is required to control the vehicle in 5 Yaw Angle 
.5 Deg.
the presence of a 30 ft/sec wind. A series of runs were 6 Yaw Control Torque 6000 ft. lb.
made using that torque level and winds of 30, 20 and 10 7 Yaw Aerodynamic Moment 5000 ft. lb. IzB
ft/sec. A minimum on time of 10 milliseconds was as-
sumed for the jet. The control is programmed to cut off
after 5 sec. The transient response of the vehicle was An observation of the recordings reveal that the jets
recorded on a strip chart recorder. The following runs will fire as expected with a duty cycle proportional to the
were completed: aerodynamic torque in each axis. However the frequency
of firings depends on the initial conditions as well as the
Run # Control Torque Wind aerodynamic torque. The frequencies observed in the
1 5600 ft. lb. 30 ft/sec from the east computer runs vary from 3 to 20 Hertz. The amplitude
2 5600 20 " i , of error for each run did not exceed .06 Deg. above the
3 5600 10 " " i , threshold of .1 Deg. The total error is ±.16 Deg. The
4 0 20 errors could be reduced by lowering the threshold how-
5 0 0 ever large tip off rates would produce excessive jet fir-
6 5600 20 ft/sec from the north ings. The greatest disadvantage of holding an inertial
7 5600 30 attitude during the launch is the requirement for a large
6
control torque and a large fuel consumption and the fre- W 0.5
quency and level of the resulting structural loads. The 0
greatest advantage is the ease of implementation and fine W
o -0.5
accuracy. 60006000
r -5000
o (scnsML M
e -
-0.5 
-0.5
6000 -5000
0 c L
0 10
5000- 3 -10
0 0
t 0
-5000 -iU -
3 10 -0.5
-10
0 UU6i 05 0 05000[!LL U
o u -on0
-00000
5000el T tae i nd -000
0 1 2 3 4 5
2 nTIME (seconds)
3 0.5
0 LU
-0.5
6000"
Fuel Cion sumption igure 1. Flight Simulation, 0 FPS Wind, Run
670001-M
The fuel requirements for 5 sec of control in the 5000 Zpitch axis aure given in the fiollowing table: in
Run # (tios. On 17m ely 10 10 Wnun
LD 0.5
is a simular requirement for fuel in the yaw axis. 0 -. 5-
An inertial control system has the advantage of ease 1z 6 0 0 0  L
of implementation, high accuracy, reduced wind sensitiv- 5000
structural load levels. The ultimate choice will depend U_-so
on a future study of the feasibility of a nominal trajectory
advantage of low fuel and low torque requirements and the TIME (seconds)
disadvantage of complexity and high sensitivity to large
sudden wind variations. Figure 17. Flight Simulation, 10 FPS Wind, Run 3
System Equations Initial Conditions
Translational Dynamics Translational velocities
S [FxB + FxT + Fxc ]  gx - Qw + Rv u() a 1 ( 0 )  a21(0) a3 (0)I - v(0) = al2(0) a22 (0) a32 (0) X
v [F Y F+F+F] +g -Ru+Pw \w(0) ODY a,13 (0) a23 (0) a33 (0)/
w = ±F a +F +Flc ]+g-Pv+QuS= + T +  C + g - Pv + QRE E Cos (O(O)) Sin (X(O)) + AE(0)
R E WE Cos (w(O)) Cos (X(O)) + AE(0)
Rotational Dynamics 0 INERTIAL
Displacement
P= + M + M  -QR 1z- l)/1xI [X(O) 
= RE Cos (P(O)) Cos ((O) + AE(O))
S-PR Y(0) = RE Cos (o(0)) Sin (X(O) + AE (0))
Y + M + PR - Z(0) = RE Sin p(0)
R F MB + MZT + M+z - PQ (IY - I) IR za+MzT+Mzc] p Yz L
Angular Velocity
Kinematics
P(o) a,,(0) az,(0) ,(0) O
a al 2  12  1 3  O -R QQ() = a12 (0) a22 () a32 (0) O0
S2 31 3 a22 a23 R O -P R(O) a13(0) a23(0) a33(0) WE RTIAL
31 a32 33 a31 a32 a33 -Q P O
Direction Cosines (Azimuth A , Elevation T)
Coordinate Transformation (body to inertial, velocity
vector)
all(0) = Cos(X(0)) Cos (()) Sin (T(0))
- Cos (X(0)) Sin (q,(O)) Cos (A(0)) Cos (T(0))
= Ia2 1 22 a2 3  - Sin (X(0) Sill (A(0)) Cos (T(0))
S31 a32 a33 w a12(0) = Cos (X(0)) Sin (,p(0)) Sin (A(0)) - Sin (X(0)) Cos (A(0))
a 13 (0) = - Cos ((0)) Cos ( p(0)) Cos (T(0))
Inertial Displacement - Cos (X(0)) Sin ( p(0)) Cos (A(0)) Sin (T(0))
- Sin (X(0)) Sin (A(0)) Sin (T(0))
x = U a2 1 (0) = Sin (X(0)) Cos ( o(0)) Sin (T(0))
y= V 
- Sin (X(0)) Sin (so(0)) Cos (A(0)) Cos (T(0))
z= W +Cos (X(0)) Sin (A(0)) Cos (T(0))
Coordinates Relative to the Earth (longitude X, latitude o) a22(0) = Sin (X(0)) Sin (p(0)) Sin (A(0)) + Cos (X(0)) Cos (A(0))
tan ( )23(0) = - Sin ((0)) Cos (p (0)) Cos (T(0))
tan + AE- Sin (X(0)) Sin ( (0)) Cos (A(0)) Sin (T(0))
tanZ +Cos (X(0)) Sin (A(0)) Sin (T(0))
2 + y2 a31 (0) = Sin ((0)) Sin (T(0)) + Cos (p(O)) Cos (A(0)) Cos (T(0))
R = + + a 32 (0) = - Cos (,(0)) Sin (A(0))
ALT = R - RE a33(0) = - Sin (p(O)) Cos (T(0)) + Cos (p(0)) Cos (A(0)) Sin (T(0))
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Gyro Reference Axis (initial X axis of vehicle) Angle of Attact a and Sideslip p
W V
a,,(0) tan a = tan =-
= a21 () u 2  2  u 2 + 2
a 1 (0)S "INERTIAL
Forces
Gyro Reference Axis (in terms of gimbal angles; pitch FXB = - CD q S
outer; yaw inner) FB = - CNa Sin 0 q S
FZ = - CNa Sin a q S
Cos 'If Cos Og
= Sin FXT = (T + AAP) Cos E
Cos Sin FYT = (T + AAP) Sin E Sin
BODY FZT = (T + AAP) Sin E Cosp
Gyro Reference Axis (in terms of direction cosines) Moments
(SX) (a,, a11 (0) + a21 a2 1 (0) + a31 a3 1 (0) (Misalignment)
Sy = a 12  (0) + a 22 a 22 (O) + a 32 a3 2 (0)
SZ ODY 1 3 a 1 3 (0) + a 2 3 a2 3 (0) + a 3 3 a3 3 (0)BODY XT 
=  FZT A YT ZA
MYT = FXT ZA-FzTXg - XA)+mq Q
Gimbal Angles MZT 
=  F T(Xcg - XA) - FXT A + +n R
- Sz
tan g- S (Aerodynamic)
Sin 'g = S
MXB = C8 SF + Cp Pdq S d
Transformation from Geocentric to Body Coordinates X S qSd(T) cgQd
YB (T) Xc Sin a+ Cn qSd
d nq 2V
a a a/ Rd\
T = a: 2  X MZB 
=  
-
C N a  XSin + Cnq q Sd
13  a 23  a 3
q eVr2
Sin () Cos (X+AE) -Sin (X+AE) -Cos(9p)Cos(X+AE)] 2
Sin (p) Sin (X+AE) Cos (X+AE) - Cos(p) Sin (X+Ag)
Cos () 0 
- Sin (9) MACH NUMBER = V
VSOUND
Relative Wind
r . [ [ = o ][orth wind]
v, = -T R WECos ( -T East wind
w BODY BODY GEOCNTRIC GEOENTRIC
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